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Tahincioğlu Real Estate Received Awards in Two Fields with
Palladium Tower Ataşehir and Palladium Antakya Mall
Projects in ‘’European Property Awards
2013’’ Competition
Tahincioğlu Real Estate, which brings in A Plus and prestigious projects to real estate sector,
received awards with ‘’Palladium Tower’’ and ‘’Palladium Antakya Mall” projects, in
‘’European Property Awards 2013’’ competition that selects best real estate projects in the
world.
Tahincioğlu Real Estate, which stands out with exemplary projects that invest in future
with sustainable energy and environmental sensibility, received two awards in “Office
Development’’ category with Palladium Tower Ataşehir for Turkey and ‘’Retail
Development” category with Palladium Antakya Mall for Turkey.
A remarkable investor in Commercial Real Estate, Tahincioğlu Real Estate has been granted
two awards with Palladium Tower Ataşehir and Palladium Antakya Mall projects, in
“European Property Awards 2013” competition, which is one of the most prestigious Real
Estate awards.
Tahincioğlu Real Estate, which is a driver in real estate sector with its sustainable projects,
participated into “European Property Awards 2013” that brings together top international
real estate project developers in a distinguished platform. Tahincioğlu stood out amongst
several projects from all around the world and received awards for “Office Development with
Palladium Tower for Turkey’’ with its 43-Floor A Plus Office Project, Palladium Tower
Ataşehir built in Ataşehir, the new financial center of İstanbul “Retail Development with
Palladium Antakya Mall for Turkey’’ with the Mall built in Hatay, Antakya.
European Property Awards aims to promote real estate industry worldwide and set the
ground for international quality standards with selected prestigious projects; it awards
projects from Asia Pacific, Africa, America, Europe, England, Arab countries, the Caribbean
and Canada, within international standards in different categories. The winner of each
participating region competes later in “International Property Awards”, which selects the
best projects of the world at the end of the year.

